Golf News

Kau Sai Chau North Course
Tuesday 27th February 2018

T

his is the first event right after the Chinese New Year. It is always
challenging to play in Kau Sai Chau North Course especially
as everyone has gained some weight after CNY! Spectacular
weather with big blue sky and warming sunshine. A good day to score
some scores!
Sixteen players enrolled in this event however Owen Davis and
James Riordan had to pull out with ‘flu. Get well soon! The fourteen
remaining players played in four groups with the first group tee off time
10:05am and giving us plenty of time to enjoy our breakfast since the
range is closed every Tuesday.
The first group to tee off were Phil Head, Jonny Brock,
Dallas Reid and Andrew Wood. Phil played solid golf to
win 3rd place with 32 stableford points and Nearest to the
pin in hole 3. Hole 3 is a very challenging hole with 166
yards with strong head wind and such a small green to hit!
Well done Phil for his gross 83 which set the standard for
the rest of the field.
The second group to tee off were Jennifer Chapman,
Helen Hayward, Michael Button and Nicola Button.
Michael showed deadly accuracy with his iron shots to win
2 Nearest to the Pin with hole 7 and hole 11! And, Jennifer
managed to hit a big drive on Hole 10 to win the Longest
drive even with no warm up on the first hole!

Dallas doing his own version of
the Villegas “Spider” technique
to line up his putt

The alternative version!

The third group to tee off were Andy Ho, Johnny Lam, Jonathan Li
and myself. Jonathan played some wonderful golf with one chip in and
a long range putt off the green. Three bad shots and one good shot,
you still make a par. I think that’s what Jonathan is trying to tell us!
Never give up on any shots, rewards will come eventually.
The last group to tee off were David Lindsay and Alastair Murray.
Both players are living in Sai Kung so they travelled to the KSC on
their own. Only two players in this group so they could play very
relaxed golf! David managed to break his personal best record on
KSC North course shooting under 100 on this challenging course.
He also became the winner of the competition with 39 points !
Congratulations!
Kau Sai Chau North Course, Tuesday 27th January 2018 Winner
1st Place
David Lindsay 39 points
2nd Place
Andrew Wood 33 points
3rd Place
Phil Head 32 points
Best Gross
Jonny Brock 88 points
Nearest to the Pin
Phil Head
Hole 3
Michael Button
Hole 7
Michael Button
Hole 11
Dallas Reid
Hole 14
Alistair Murray
Hole 6

Longest Drive
Andy Ho
Jennifer Chapman

Hole 10
Hole 10

We managed to keep the old tradition which is the winner has to pay
for the beer on the way back to the Club. Thank you David for the
beer, we all enjoyed it very much! Once again, Thank you for your
support and we will, hopefully, see you all at the next event.
Ted Li, Golf Event Organiser.
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